Abstract: A dynamical version of the Widom-Rowlinsom model in the continuum is considered. The dynamics is modelled by a spatial two-component birth-and-death Glauber process where particles, in addition, are allowed to change their type with density dependent rates. An evolution of states is constructed as the unique weak solution to the associated Fokker-Planck equation. Such solution is obtained by means of its correlation functions which belong to a certain Ruelle space. Existence of a unique invariant measure and ergodicity with exponential rate is established. The mesoscopic limit is considered, it is related with the verification of the chaos preservation property.
Introduction
The study of critical behaviour of complex systems and related invariant states is one of the central problems for statistical and mathematical physics. Particular classes of complex systems can be modelled either as lattice or as continuous models. The Ising model is probably one of the most famous examples on the lattice. Its generalization, known as the Potts model, was introduced in [Pot52] . It has been intensively studied on various lattices, cf., e.g., [Wu82, CET05, GMSRZ06] and the review paper [GHM01] . A detailed analysis of lattice models with general rates and applications can be found in the well-known book of Liggett [Lig05] . In contrast to lattice models, much less is known for their continuous counterparts, i.e. for continuous interacting particle systems.
We suppose that all particles are located in R d , are identical by properties and, indistinguishable. The corresponding configuration space (= phase space) Γ " tγ Ă R d | |γ X Λ| ă 8 for all compacts Λ Ă R d u is a Polish space (see [KK06] ). Here, |A| stands for the number of elements in the set A Ă R d . A natural analogue of the Potts model is in this case given by a Glauber dynamics with phase space Γ, where particles randomly disappear and appear in the space. The corresponding birth-and-death rates are chosen in such a way that the process has a grand canonical Gibbs measure as reversible measure. At this point there exist different choices of such rates. We consider, for simplicity, only the case of a constant death rate, say equal to 1. Consequently, the Markov (pre-)generator L takes the heuristic form For simplicity of notation, we write γzx and γYx instead of γztxu and γYtxu, respectively. Here, z ą 0 is the activity and for a symmetric pair potential φ : R d ÝÑ R satisfying the usual conditions such as stability, lower regularity and, integrability, is the relative energy of the configuration γ interacting with a particle at position x P R d . This dynamics has a grand canonical Gibbs measure with activity z and potential φ as symmetrizing measure. A general treatment of the construction and uniqueness question for Gibbs measures can be found in [CKL16] . The associated equilibrium process was studied, by Dirichlet forms, in [KL05] . Existence of a spectral gap and ergodicity of the equilibrium process was shown in the latter work. The case of bounded volumes was considered in [BCC02] . As a consequence, we may start the Markov process from any initial state being absolutely continuous w.r.t. the symmetrizing (Gibbs) measure. In applications, however, we need to study the time evolution for different classes of initial states. Such initial states may be far from equilibrium. The construction of non-equilibrium statistical dynamics, in terms of states and their associated correlation functions, can be found in [FKK12a, FKKZ12] . Exponential ergodicity for the non-equilibrium dynamics was proved in [KKM10] . Its proof is based on a detailed analysis of solutions to the Kirkwood-Salzburg equations. Such equations are well-known for the characterization and study of Gibbs measures, cf. [Gre71, Mor77, Zag82] . The same results have been obtained by stochastic differential equations in [GK06] . The mesoscopic limit, however, was only derived in terms of statistical quantities such as states and correlation functions, cf. [FKK11] . A stationary density for the associated kinetic equation solves in such a case the well-known Kirkwood-Monroe equation. Two-component dynamics are modelled on the configuration space Γ 2 " tγ " pγ`, γ´q P ΓˆΓ | γ`X γ´" Hu.
It is a Polish space, when equipped with the restriction of the product topology. Let L 0 be the Markov operator for two interacting Glauber dynamics. It is for every polynomially bounded cylinder functions F given by pL 0 F qpγq " ÿ xPγ`p F pγ`zx, γ´q´F pγqq`ÿ xPγ´p F pγ`, γ´zxq´F pγqq
e´E φ´p x,γ´q e´E ψ`p x,γ`q pF pγ`Y x, γ´q´F pγqqdx
Here, z˘ą 0 are the activities of˘particles and φ˘, ψ˘are symmetric, non-negative and, integrable. The pair potentials φ˘describe the interaction of`particles with particles of same type, whereas ψ˘take interactions with particles of different type into account. The particular case φ˘" 0 is known as the dynamical Widom-Rowlinson model. It was introduced for a potential with hard-core in [RW70] . An extension is provided by Potts-type systems in [GH96, GMSRZ06] . Its dynamical version has been recently studied in [FKKO15] where a local evolution of correlation functions was constructed and its mesoscopic limit was investigated. Moreover, the dynamical phase transition was shown in the mesoscopic limit of this dynamics. Another model where the birth-and-death events are replaced by density dependent jumps can be found in [BK16] .
We consider an extension to φ˘‰ 0 where particles are, in addition, allowed to change their type. Such mutations are described by the Markov operator
The pair potentials κ˘≥ 0 take the interactions with particles of same type into account, whereas τ˘take the interactions with particles of different type into account. The Markov operator for the birth-and-death dynamics including mutations is, therefore, given by L " L 0`V . This work is organized as follows. We construct a global evolution of states as the unique weak solution to the associated Fokker-Planck equation, see Proposition 3.9. Ergodicity with exponential rate is established in the fourth section, see Proposition 4.1. The mesoscopic limit is studied in the last section, see Theorem 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. We establish the chaos preservation property and derive the related system of integro-differential equations describing the effective densities of the particle system. 
. . , x n q Þ ÝÑ tx 1 , . . . , x n u is a bijection. We endow Γ pnq 0 with the euclidean topology on Č pR d q n and Γ 0 with the topology of disjoint units. Then, Γ 0 is a locally compact Polish space. The LebesguePoisson measure λ on Γ 0 is defined by
where pdxq pnq " dx bn˝s ym´1 n is the pullback of the Lebesgue measure on
Gpξ, ηqdλpξqdλpηq, (2.1) whenever one side of the equality is finite for |G|, cf. [KK02] . The Lebesgue exponential is for a measurable function f : R d ÝÑ R defined by e λ pf ; ηq " ś xPη f pxq and satisfies,
Let Γ 2 0 " tη " pη`, η´q P Γ 0ˆΓ0 | η`X η´" Hu be the two-component space of finite configurations. It is a locally compact Polish space w.r.t. the product topology. For simplicity of notation, we extend all set-operations component-wise. Namely, η Y ξ, ηzξ, ξ Ă η stand for pη`Y ξ`, η´Y ξ´q, pη`zξ`, η´zξ´q and, ξ`Ă η`, ξ´Ă η´, where η, ξ P Γ . Since no confusion can arise we keep the notation λ for this measure. Thus, for any measurable non-negative function G ż
Gpηqdλpηq "
Gpη`, η´qdλpη`, η´q.
A function G : Γ 2 0 ÝÑ R is said to have bounded support if there exists N P N and a compact Λ Ă R d such that
Here, we let |η| :" |η`|`|η´| and η X Λ c :" pη`X Λ c , η´X Λ c q. Denote by B bs pΓ 2 0 q the space of all bounded functions having bounded support.
Harmonic analysis on configuration spaces
The following is a brief summary of [KK02, FKO13] . Given G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q, the K-transform is defined by
where Ť means that the sum runs over all finite subsets of γ. Let F PpΓ 2 q :" KpB bs pΓ 2 0 qq.
i.e. F is a polynomially bounded cylinder function. Here, γ X Λ :" pγ`X Λ, γ´X Λq. 1. There exists a unique probability measure µ having finite local moments such that k is its correlation function, i.e. k µ " k.
2. kpH, Hq " 1 and k is positive definite.
Let P α be the collection of all probability measures µ with finite local moments such that for each µ P P α there exists a correlation function k µ P K α . A metric is given by
Then, pP α , d α q is a complete metric space which is not separable. Note that for each F P F PpΓ 2 q there exists a constant C α pF q ą 0 such thaťˇˇˇˇˇż
3 Evolution of states
Assumptions
Suppose that φ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘≥ 0 are symmetric, there exists α " pα`, α´q P R 2 and a measurable, locally bounded function ρ : R d ÝÑ r1, 8q such that the conditions below are satisfied.
There exists
for all g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
2. Let C g px, α˘q :" exp˜e
The first condition shows that
and hence g is integrable. Moreover, we have
and hence C g px, α˘q is well-defined for all x P R d .
Remark 3.1. The first condition can be replaced by g P C c pR d q, i.e. g is continuous with compact support.
In contrast to classical probability theory, we consider, instead of individual trajectories, the associated statistical description. Namely, given an initial state µ 0 P P α , we seek for a family of states pµ t q t≥0 satisfying the Fokker-Planck equation
(3.1)
Evolution of quasi-observables and correlation functions
Introduce the cumulative death intensity
Lq and has the form p L " A`B, where pAGqpηq "´MpηqGpηq. The second operator is given by
where f x pg; ηq :" e λ pe´g px´¨q´1 ; ηq " ś yPη`e´g
T ptq½˚" ½˚holds and B bs pΓ 2 0 q is a core.
Proof. Observe that pA, Dp p Lqq is the generator of a positive, analytic semigroup of contractions on L α . Let B 1 be the operator B, where f x pg; ηq is replaced by ś yPηˇe´g px´yq´1ǎ nd in the last two terms, see (3.2) and (3.3), the´is replaced by`. Then, B 1 is a positive linear operator on Dp p Lq and satisfies |BG| ≤ B 1 |G|, for any G P Dp p Lq. For any 0 ≤ G P Dp p
Lq, see ρ ≥ 1, we get ż
βpα; ηqGpηqe λ pρ; ηqe α|η| dλpηq, where
for some apαq P p0, 1q. Consequently, we obtain ż
Take r P p0, 1q such that
Hence, pA`B 1 , Dp Lq and p L½˚" 0, it follows that p T ptq½˚" ½˚. In order to see that B bs pΓ 2 0 q is a core, let pΛ n q nPN be an increasing sequence of compacts in R d and G P Dp p Lq. Define
LG a.e., as n Ñ 8. Since |MG n | ≤ M|G| and |BG n | ≤ B 1 |G n | ≤ B 1 |G| applying again dominated convergence shows that p
LG
Denote by p T ptq˚the adjoint semigroup on K α and by p p L˚, Dp p L˚qq its generator. This operator is, by definition, the adjoint operator to p L.
This operator satisfies
Let L ∆ be given by
The next lemma shows that L ∆ can be identified with p L˚.
Lemma 3.3. There exists Mpα`q, Npα´q ą 0 such that for any β`ă α`and β´ă α}
Proof. The first assertion follows by (3.5), e´E g px,η˘q ≤ 1 and,
For the second assertion, let G P Dp p Lq and k P Dp p L˚q, then ż
where the last equality follows by (2.1) and a simple computation. Thus
Since K α is not reflexive, p T ptq˚is, in general, not strongly continuous. However, it is continuous w.r.t. the weak topology σpK α , L α q. Here, σpK α , L α q is the smallest topology such that all functionals G Þ ÝÑ xG, ky are continuous for any k P K α . It is well-known, see [EN00] , that p T ptq˚leaves the proper subspace
Such system of equations is an analogue of the BBGKY-hierarchy known in the physical literature (see [Spo88] ). Our aim is to get uniqueness for the the weak formulation
To this end, we use the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of L α on K α . A basis of neighbourhoods around 0 is given by sets of the form
where ε ą 0 and K Ă L α is a compact, cf. [WZ06] . Denote by C the topology generated by the basis of neighbourhoods (3.8). Note that C coincides with σpK α , L α q on norm-bounded sets, cf. [WZ06, Lemma 1.10].
Definition 3.4. Given k 0 P K α , a weak solution (3.7) is a family pk t q t≥0 Ă K α being continuous w.r.t. C and
holds for all t ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.5. For any k P K α there exists a unique weak solution to (3.7), given by k t " p T ptq˚k 0 . Moreover, the following holds:
1. For any G P Dp p Lq, t Þ ÝÑ xG, k t y is continuously differentiable and satisfies (3.7) for each t ≥ 0.
2. If k 0 P K β for some β`ă α`and β´ă α´, then k t is continuous w.r.t. to the norm in K α .
Proof. Since p L is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, the first assertion follows by [WZ06, Theorem 2.1]. 1. The contraction property implies }k t } Kα ≤ }k 0 } Kα and hence, by p
LG P L α , we see that s Þ ÝÑ x p
LG, k s y is continuous. By (3.9), we see that t Þ ÝÑ xG, k t y is continuously differentiable and satisfies (3.7) for any t ≥ 0.
Positive definiteness
In this section we show existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to (3.1).
Lemma 3.6. There exists a measurable set Γ 2 8 Ă Γ 2 such that the following holds:
1. For each µ P P α we have µpΓ 2 8 q " 1.
2.
We have E g px, γ˘q ă 8 for all x P R d , pγ`, γ´q P Γ 2 8 and, g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
3. For each F P F PpΓ 2 q, the action LF pγq is well-defined for any γ P Γ 2 8 . Moreover, for any µ P P α we have F, LF P L 1 pΓ 2 , dµq.
Proof. Set Γ 
For the last property let G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q and take F " KG P F PpΓ 2 q. By the second property, LF pγq is well-defined for any γ P Γ
For µ P P α and F P L 1 pΓ 2 , dµq let
Below we give the definition of a weak solution to (3.1).
Definition 3.7. Let µ 0 P P α , a weak solution to (3.1) is a family pµ t q t≥0 Ă P α such that for any F P F PpΓ 2 q, t Þ ÝÑ xxLF, µ t yy is locally integrable and satisfies xxF, µ t yy " xxF, µ 0 yy`t
The next theorem establishes uniqueness for weak solutions to (3.1).
Theorem 3.8. The Fokker-Planck equation (3.1) has at most one weak solution pµ t q t≥0 Ă P α such that its correlation functions pk µt q t≥0 satisfy
Proof. Let pµ t q t≥0 Ă P α be a weak solution to (3.1), denote by pk µt q t≥0 the associated family of correlation functions. Let G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q Ă Dp p Lq and
LG, k µt y and, (3.1) it follows that t Þ ÝÑ x p LG, k µt y is locally integrable and (3.9) holds. In particular, k t is continuous w.r.t. σpK α , L α q. By (3.10) it is continuous w.r.t. C, which shows the assertion.
Below we state our main result for this section.
Proposition 3.9. For each µ 0 P P α there exists exactly one weak solution pµ t q t≥0 Ă P α to (3.1) such that its correlation functions satisfy (3.10). This solution is uniquely determined by the associated family of correlation functions k µt " p T ptq˚k µ 0 .
The following is a particular case of [KKM08] .
Corollary 3.10. For any µ 0 P P α there exists a Markov function pX µ 0 t q t≥0 on the configuration space Γ 2 with the initial distribution µ 0 associated with the generator L.
Since uniqueness was already shown, it remains to prove existence of a weak solution to (3.1). To this end, it suffices to show that k t :" p T ptq˚k µ 0 P K α is positive definite for each t ≥ 0.
Step 1: Evolution of local densities Let R δ pxq :" e´δ |x| 2 1`δρpxq and zδ pxq :" R δ pxqz˘, δ ą 0. Then,
3. ρ¨R δ is integrable for any δ ą 0.
Denote by L δ the associated Markov operator. We consider this operator on all measurable functions F : Proof. Let V pηq " |η|, we want to find a constant c " cpδq ą 0 such that
In such a case the assertion follows from [TV06, Proposition 5.1]. Observe that pL δ V qpηq ≤´|η|`xzδ y`xzδ y.
Then (3.11) holds, provided
xzδ y`xzδ y`1 2 D δ pηq ≤ p1`cq|η|`c.
By D δ pηq ≤ 2|η|`xzδ y`xzδ y this holds true, provided 3 2`x zδ y`xzδ y˘`|η| ≤ p1`cq|η|`c.
Above inequality is satisfied if c ą 0 is such that c ą 3 2`x zδ y`xzδ y˘.
Let pI δ , DpI δbe the adjoint operator to pJ δ , DpJ δ qq. The next lemma follows immediately by (2.1).
Lemma 3.12. For each F P DpI δ q the action of I δ is given by L δ F , i.e. I δ F " L δ F .
This shows that for each R 0 P L 1 pΓ 2 0 , dλq there exists exactly one weak solution pR
where F P DpI δ q, cf. [Bal77] . This solution is given by R δ t " S δ ptqR 0 , t ≥ 0.
Step 2: Evolution of localized correlation functions
Denote by p L δ :" K´1 0 L δ K 0 the operator on quasi-observables equipped with the domain Dp p Lq. The next lemma follows by R δ ≤ 1, a repetition of the previous arguments and, Trotter-Kato approximation.
Lemma 3.13. For any δ ą 0, the assertions of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 hold with zδ instead of z˘. Let p T δ ptq and p T δ ptq˚be the semigroups on L α and K α , respectively.
Let B δ α be the Banach space of all equivalence classes of functions G with norm
|Gpηq|e λ pR δ ; η`qe λ pR δ ; η´qe α|η| e λ pρ; ηqdλpηq. Lemma 3.14.
Its dual Banach space is identified with the Banach space R
Lqq. Therefore, pu δ t q t≥0 is also a weak solution to (3.7) and hence uniqueness implies k We can apply Fubini's theorem and (2.1) since ż 
(3.14)
Observe that
Let G P K c , where c :" plogp2q, logp2qq . Then, by Mpηq ≤ 2|η|, ż
Mpηq|Gpηq|e α|η| e λ pρ; ηqe λ pR δ ; η`qe λ pR δ ; η´qdλpηq
|η|2 |η| e α|η| e λ pρ; ηqe λ pR δ ; η`qe λ pR δ ; η´qdλpηq
This implies K c Ă D B p p Lq. By (3.13) and (3.14) it follows for R δ t :" Hu Step 3: Proof of Proposition 3.9
Let β`ă α`, β´ă α´. First, we consider the special case µ 0 P P β . Let k 0 P K β be the associated correlation function. Define k 0,δ pηq :" k 0 pηqe λ pR δ ; η`qe λ pR δ ; η´q, δ ą 0, η P Γ 2 0 , then k 0,δ P R δ β . Moreover, k 0,δ is positive definite, cf. [Fin13] . Lemma 3.14 implies p T δ ptq˚k 0,δ " U δ ptq˚k 0,δ P R δ α and Lemma 3.15 shows that U δ ptq˚k 0,δ is positive definite.
For the first term we obtain, by }k 0,δ } Kα ≤ }k 0 } Kα ,
The latter tends to zero, see Lemma 3.13. The second term in (3.16) tends, by dominated convergence, to x p T ptqG, k 0 y " xG, p T ptq˚k 0 y. Thus
and hence xG, p T ptq˚k 0 y ≥ 0, i.e. p T ptq˚k 0 is positive definite. For the general case, let µ 0 P P α with correlation function k 0 P K α . Then k 0,δ pηq :" e´δ |η| k 0 pηq belongs to K α´δ for any δ ą 0. By previous case, we see that p T ptq˚k 0,δ P K α is positive definite. Taking the limit δ Ñ 0 yields the assertion.
Ergodicity
Suppose the same conditions as for the previous section. The following is the main statement for this section. Let k inv be the associated correlation function.
1. The semigroup p T ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and the projection operator is given by
2. The adjoint semigroup p T ptq˚is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and the projection operator is given by
(4.3)
3. There exists constants a, b ą 0 such that for all µ 0 P P α
holds, where pµ t q t≥0 is the unique weak solution to (3.1).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this proposition. Multiplication by ½˚and 1´½˚defines projection operators ½˚:
By ½˚p1´½˚q " p1´½˚q½˚" 0 we obtain
α . Define a linear operator S by SkpHq " 0 and
It is not difficult to see that S leaves K ≥1 α invariant and }S} LpKαq ă 1. The next lemma provides existence and uniqueness of solutions to L ∆ k " 0. Its proof is an easy modification of the arguments in [FKK12b] .
Lemma 4.2. The equation
has a unique solution k inv P K α . This solution is given by k inv " ½˚`p1´Sq´1S½˚, where
In particular, (4.3) is a projection operator on K α with range
and it is given by p P˚" ½˚`p1´Sq´1S½˚, where ½˚acts as a multiplication operator.
First we establish ergodicity for
α . Note that B 01 is given by
Gpx, Hqdx and hence is a positive operator. The next statement was shown for the one-component Glauber dynamics in [KKM10] .
Theorem 4.3. Let apαq P p0, 1q be given by (3.4) and
Then the following statements hold:
1. The point 0 is an eigenvalue for p p L, Dp p Lqq with eigenspace L 0 α and eigenvector ½˚.
2. Let λ 0 :" p1´apαqq ą 0. Then
and
Proof. Let pA 1 , DpL 11be the restriction of pA, Dp p
This implies λ P ρpA 1 q and
Consider the decomposition
α . This implies that p1´p1´½˚qBRpλ; A 1is invertible on L ≥1 α , i.e. λ P ρpL 11 q, and Rpλ; L 11 q " Rpλ; A 1 qp1´p1´½˚qBRpλ; A 1 qq´1.
(4.9)
In particular, we obtain for λ " u`iw, u ≥ 0, w P R by (4.9) and (4.7)
For λ " u`iw, 0 ą u ą´λ 0 and w P R write pu`iw´L 11 q " p1`uRpiw; L 11 qqpiw´L 11 q.
Then, by |u| ă λ 0 and
Therefore, I 1 belongs to the resolvent set of L 11 . For I 2 let λ " u`iw P I 2 and u ă 0. Then, there exists ω P p0, ω 0 q such that |argpλq| ă The right-hand side is minimal for the choice u "´M pηq 1`cotpωq 2 which yields
Then, by
and (4.6) we have apαq ă cospωq. By (4.8) we obtain I 2 Ă ρpL 11 q. Moreover, for each λ " u`iw such that π 2 ă |argpλq| ă π 2`ω and, for some ω P p0, ω 0 q,
where we have used |w| ≥ |λ| ? 2
. For the first claim let ψ P Dp p Lq be an eigenvector to the eigenvalue 0. The decomposition ψ " ½˚ψ`p1´½˚qψ " ψ 0`ψ1 with ψ 0 P L 0 α and
Lq " DpL 11 q yields, by (4.5),
α . Hence L 11 ψ 1 " 0 and since 0 P ρpL 11 q also ψ 1 " 0. For the second statement let λ P I 1 YI 2 and
α . Then, we have to find G P Dp p Lq such that pλ´p LqG " H.
Using again the decomposition of p L, above equation is equivalent to the system of equations
Since λ P I 1 Y I 2 Ă ρpL 11 q the second equation has a unique solution on L ≥1 α given by G 1 " Rpλ; L 11 qH 1 . Therefore, G 0 is given by
Remark 4.4. The proof shows that for any ε ą 0 there exists ω " ωpεq P p0, π 2 q such that
and there exists Mpεq ą 0 with
for all λ P Σpεqzt0u. Moreover, pL 11 , DpL 11is a sectorial operator of angle ω 0 on L where the integral converges in the uniform operator topology, see [Paz83] . Here, σ denotes any piecewise smooth curve in
and hence has the generator p11˚q p LG " L 11 G. As a consequence, we obtain r
. This yields the decomposition p T ptq " ½˚`½˚p T ptqp1´½˚q`r T ptqp1´½˚q, t ≥ 0.
(4.11)
By duality we see that the adjoint semigroup p p T ptq˚q t≥0 on K α admits the decomposition
where r T ptq˚P LpK ≥1 α q is the adjoint semigroup to p r T ptqq t≥0 .
Lemma 4.5.
P˚ky.
Moreover, we have p P " p T ptq p P " p P p T ptq and
(4.13)
Now we are prepared to prove Proposition 4.1.
Proof. (Proposition 4.1)
The spectral properties stated in Remark 4.4, formulas (4.10), (4.11) and, (4.12) imply that for any ε ą 0 there exists Cpεq ą 0 such that
Repeat, e.g., the arguments in [KKM10] . This yields
Using (4.13), we see that
holds. This shows that p T ptq˚is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. By duality also p T ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. Let µ 0 P P α and µ t P P α be the weak solution to (3.1). Denote by pk µt q t≥0 Ă K α its associated family of correlation functions. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
shows that k inv is a limit of positive definite functions. Hence, it is positive definite. Thus, there exists a unique measure µ inv P P α having k inv as its correlation function. Since p T ptq˚k inv " k inv , it follows that µ inv is invariant for L. Property (4.1) follows immediately from L ∆ k inv " 0.
Mesoscopic limit
The general approach to mesoscopic limits and particular examples can be found in [FKK10, FFH`15] and the references therein. There are several scalings which can be used to obtain the mesoscopic limit and related kinetic equations. In this work we use the so-called Vlasov scaling. For convenience of the reader, we give a brief description. The aim is to produce a certain scaling L Þ ÝÑ L n , n P N such that the following scheme holds. Let L ∆ n be the scaled operator on correlation functions and e tL ∆ n the (heuristic) representation of the scaled evolution of correlation functions. The particular choice of L ÝÑ L n should preserve the order of singularity. Namely, for β ą 0 let R β Gpηq :" β |η| Gpηq, then
should exist. The evolution T ∆ V ptq should preserve Lebesgue-Poisson exponentials, i.e. if r 0 pηq " e λ pρ0 , η´qe λ pρ0 ; η`q, then T ∆ V ptqr 0 pηq " e λ pρt , η´qe λ pρt ; η`q. We will show that ρt , ρt satisfy a certain system of non-linear integro-differential equations.
Instead of investigating the limit (5.1), observe that formally
Thus, it is the same to consider renormalized operators L ∆ n,ren :" R n´1 L ∆ n R n and study the behaviour of the renormalized semigroups T ∆ n,ren ptq :" e tL ∆ n,ren , as n Ñ 8. We will prove that the limit V are operators on K α and therefore cannot be generators of strongly continuous semigroups. Hence, we consider first the scaled evolution on quasiobservables p L n :" K´1L n K and the renormalized operators p
We show that p L n,ren is the generator of an analytic semigroup p T n,ren ptq of contractions and prove that p L n,ren ÝÑ p L V , as n Ñ 8. Here, p L V is again the generator of an analytic semigroup p T V ptq of contractions. By Trotter-Kato approximation, it follows that p T n,ren ptq ÝÑ p T V ptq strongly in L α . By duality we obtain (5.2) and (5.3).
Assumptions
Suppose that φ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘≥ 0 are symmetric, bounded and there exists α " pα`, α´q P R 2 and ρ ≥ 1 measurable and locally bounded such that the conditions below are satisfied. 
Scaling
Put z˘Þ ÝÑ nz˘and scale the potentials by 1 n , i.e. g Þ ÝÑ 1 n g where g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u. Denote by L n the corresponding scaled Markov operator. Let
be the scaled cumulative death intensity and
gpx´yq´1˘, the second operator is given by Then, p p L n,ren , Dp p L nis a well-defined operator on L α . The next statement follows by the same arguments as Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 5.1. Let n P N be arbitrary and fixed. The following assertions are satisfied.
1. p p L n,ren , Dp p L n,renis the generator of an analytic semigroup p p T n,ren ptqq t≥0 of contractions on L α . Moreover, B bs pΓ 2 0 q is a core.
Let p p
T n,ren ptq˚q t≥0 be the adjoint semigroup. For any k 0 P K α there exists a unique weak solution to d dt xG, k t,n y " x p L n,ren G, k t,n y, k t,n | t"0 " k 0 , G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q.
This solution is given by k t,n " p T n,ren ptq˚k 0 .
In the next step we consider the limiting operators, as n Ñ 8. Here, M V pηq " 2|η`|`2|η´| and p L V is a well-defined operator on L α with domain
Theorem 5.2. The following assertions are satisfied:
1. The operator p p L V , Dp p L Vis the generator of an analytic semigroup p p T V ptqq t≥0 of contractions on L α . Moreover, B bs pΓ 2 0 q is a core for the generator.
2. Let p p T V ptq˚q t≥0 be the adjoint semigroup on K α . Then, for any r 0 P K α there exists a unique solution to d dt xG, r t y " x p L V G, r t y, r t | t"0 " r 0 , G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q.
The solution is given by r t " p T V ptq˚r 0 . Proof. The first two assertions follow by a modification of the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. For the last assertion, observe that r t pηq is continuous w.r.t. σpK α , L α q. Since }r t } Kα ≤ A for all t ≥ 0, it follows that r t is continuous w.r.t. C.
The adjoint operator to p L V is given by An easy computation (see e.g. [FFH`15] ) shows that r t solves (5.4), provided pρt , ρt q solve (5.5) and (5.6).
The next statement establishes convergence of the scaled evolution to the limiting solutions.
Theorem 5.3. Let G P L α , then, p T n,ren ptqG ÝÑ p T V ptqG as n Ñ 8. In particular, for any r 0 we have xG, p T n,ren ptq˚r 0 y ÝÑ xG, p T V ptq˚r 0 y, n Ñ 0, G P L α .
Proof. Since B bs pΓ 2 0 q is a core for p L n,ren and p L V , it suffices to show that
holds in L α , for any G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q. But this follows, by dominated convergence, similarly to [FFH`15] .
